
closed 
loop

hello my name is krystal persaud
can you live without a garbage can?
try it. welcome to the experiment.
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the problem
People do not realize how their actions af-
fect the environment around them, because 
the consequences are not immediately visible.
My logic: “Home is where the heart is”
Affect people where they are most comfortable…
and make them step out of their comfort zone
Start at the home and alter lifestyles and perspectives.
Aid people in making their lifestyle at home 
more sustainable by making them realize how 
much usable output their home produces.
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inspirations
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precedents
All great advancements in envi-
ronmental technology; wind tur-
bine, solar panel, energy efficient 
light bulb, water-reuse sinks, and 
toilet.  With time, these technolo-
gies may be possible for everyone, 
but what can we do until then? Are 
these applications the only way 
to make our homes sustainable?
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precedents
Not the most sophisticated, but 
sustainable none the less; Sort-
ing organic compost, feeding your 
pet left over meals, separating re-
cyclable materials in bins. Creat-
ing a sustainable home does not 
mean each room needs to be have 
high-tech equipment. I think we 
should go back to the basics...
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laws of thermodynamics
The most basic laws that explain sustainability.

First Law: energy cannot be created or de-
stroyed, but only converted from one form to 
another. (exchange between man and earth)

Second Law: from a thermodynamics perspec-
tive, all natural processes are irreversible (similar 
to many manufacturing processes). If a thermody-
namic system of interacting molecules are brought 
from one state to a different state, the structure 
of the molecules are now changed. (think about 
materials being combined and manipulated to cre-
ate a new substance-they are harder to recycle)
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“closed loop” logic
“Outflows are sometimes shorter than inputs. 
Normally they are deposited in nature within 
the region where they have been used… “We 
can’t afford to send them any farther, since 
they aren’t resources to people any more!”
 
Thus they do not return to where they came from, 
they are linear instead of closed loops. In the long 
run this can lead to a lack of certain substances in 
some places and too much in others. Often one 
result is the accumulation of waste around cities.”

“In a closed ecological system, any waste
products produced by one species must 
be used by at least one other species”

From “A Sustainable Neighborhood” by OrjanSvane. A thesis in 
built environment analysis at the Royal Institute of Technology.
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the experiment 
Rule 1: Take in the trash
Never, ever take out the trash. Any garbage I ac-
cumulate absolutely has to stay in my apartment. 

Rule 2: Waste = food
Everything brought into my apartment stays in 
my apartment except things that biodegrade and 
can directly return to the earth (ex-food, compost)

Rule 3: Recycle
Things that can be recycled locally like paper, plas-
tics, aluminum, and glass can be taken out of the 
apartment periodically throughout the 4 months.

Rule 4: Repurpose
Only recycle things or dispose of things that can-
not be used again. Always try to re-use anything 
before throwing it in the recycling bin or trash can.

(This will force me to separate 
my waste so that the organic 
waste can supplement the earth.)

(Helps to keep garbage out of over-
flowing landfills… and in my room.)

(Encourages me to buy recyclable 
products, but still see the mate-
rials accumulating in my room.)

(Forces me try to add sentiment/
value to a normally disposable item)
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the experiment set-up
For the recyclable materials, I sim-
ply designated different areas in 
my room for their collection. The 
most difficult thing to set up was 
a composting system. Luckily, one 
of my classmates who lived near 
me had a garden. He allowed me 
to empty out my compost bin into 
his larger garden composting bin.  
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my predictions    
In the beginning I thought I would 
collect mountains of trash. So 
much that I would be able to cre-
ate artwork out of it. I started put-
ting excess packaging on my re-
fridgerator to decorate it. I also 
envisioned a full wall mosaic of cir-
cular trash items. However, none 
of these endeavors were executed.
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initial results



the website
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the “closed loop” blog 
the blog is registered under two domains

http://krystalpersaud.wordpress.com/
http://closedloopexperiment.com/

purpose of the blog

1/  document the experiment results

2/  share the experiment with others

3/  inspire others to change their lifestyles

4/  express my thoughts + opinions on sustainable 
      design issues
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“closed loop” documentation
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the “closed loop” posts
topics of research-based posts
 
feb/       Plastic pepper = oxymoron.
       Composting 101 
       “I just want to say one word to you...”  
       Can garbage make you sick?
       Solution: trash burning? I don’t think so.

march/  Teabag trashbag

april/     Is the internet sustainable?

may/      Compostable Food Packaging by 2010?
               Reducing Bathroom Waste…?

       
          

read the full posts at http://closedloopexperiment.com/
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“closed loop” videos
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“closed loop” videos
topics of video posts 

feb/        Tour of my apartment!
               Solution: Trash Burning? I don’t think so.

march/  Innovation vs. Excess
               Focus Group 1: Consumer Perspectives
               IDEO Interview
               
april/     Paperback. Paper book. Plastic book?

       
          

watch the videos at http://closedloopexperiment.com/
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designer’s feedback
Posted as a comment to the video “Innovative vs. excess”

“As designers, we cannot decide what products are ‘bad’ or ‘ex-
cessive’, perfectly decent people earn a living and feed their 
families making something like confetti. It’s censorship to say 
something shouldn’t exist because it seems silly, and not 
worth the materials, labor and energy it takes to produce. 
Don’t get me wrong, there is A LOT of silly shit out there. 

I have a teacher, Christine Atha, who gave a wonderful exam-
ple using an electric toothbrush shaped like a snowman. It has 
a limited life span, since it is seasonal, (imagine the embar-
rassment of using it in the spring) and it doesn’t allow for re-
placement heads so it cannot be reused. It’s a bundle wires 
and batteries encased in plastic that is destined for the trash. 
Is it wasteful, absolutely, but it’s not pointless. It would 
not be made if people weren’t buying it year after year.”

/ G. Smith, Art Institute of Chicago 

I found this feedback to be very inspiring. G.Smith brought up a 
lot of good points about design censorship. The designer com-
munity that “closed loop” has attracted has given me a greater 
understanding of how others view sustainability and design. 
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focus group
location: my klostergården apartment
five participants: non-design majors
duration: about thirty minutes

opinions expressed in focus group

/ sustainability could be in the hands of politician+   
   lawmakers
/ designers are at fault for enabling consumers 
   with harmful materials
/ composting is easy! (composting systems set up 
   at home)
/ plastic grocery bags are too cheap and too 
   tempting at times
/ what is with packaging? why is it so extensive?
/ consumers ARE at fault too, but until the in        
   frastructure changes, it is hard to predict definite  
   change.
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conversations
Leif Huff, IDEO

/ tries to guide clients in a sustainable direction, 
   but that is not always the outcome
/ educates clients, but does not force them
/ “it is a whole ecosystem in our government/soci
   ety that contributes to pollution. We all feed off 
   of each other. In order for the system to change, 
   every one has to change as well”

Mary Harrington, Atlanta Recycling Coordinator

/ initiatives have been slowed (but not stopped) 
   due to budget cuts and the current low value of 
   recyclables.
/ thanks for calling our attention to the typo –
   we’ll get that corrected right away.
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“closed loop” fame (kind of...)
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evolution of “closed loop”
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evolution of “closed loop”
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evolution of “closed loop”
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branding of “closed loop”

closed
loop

closed 
l o o p

closed 
loop CL

theCL

CL
closed 
l o o p CL
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“closed loop” the company?

closed 
loop

www.closedloopexperiment.com

hello my name is krystal persaud
can you live without a trash can? 
i do. welcome to the experiment.



the results
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artwork no more

My wall mosaic hardly grew in size 
after four months. After the first 
two weeks, I changed my shopping 
habits. I did not buy things that 
I knew were destined for a trash 
can. For example, I did not use dis-
posable coffee cups any more. I  
think it is better that I abandoned 
this mosaic concept. It does not 
make sense to buy things for the 
sole purpose of re-using them.  
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artwork no more

My intial idea to cover my fridge 
in colorful packaging did not prog-
ress either. I tried to buy products 
with less packaging. Only three 
new packages were added in four 
months. In the end, I am happy that 
I was able to consumed too little 
for this concept to work. It means 
I was not just collecting trash for 
the sake of artwork; I really ex-
perienced a change of lifestyle.
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experiment hardships
Flies, smelly compost, and bad cook-
ing- oh my! in the spring when the 
weather was warmer, the compost 
in my apartment attracted many flies 
(almost 30 at one point). The com-
post itself also does look very nice 
or smell very nice.  Another hard-
ship is eating everything you cook. 
If I did not want to eat something I 
cooked...I could not throw it away. 
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tally of materials
recyclables

hard plastic
soft plastic packaging
glass products
aluminum products
cardboard products
office paper

non-recyclables

hard plastic
soft plast packaging
plastic bags

11
�
�
23
1�
144

4
�1
1�
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recyclables
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non-recyclables
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final trash output
After 4 months, my trash output equalled

1   plastic grocery bag of bathroom trash 
     (no, not toilet paper! tissues, qtips, etc)

1   paper bakery bag full of uncatergorizable trash
     (gum, tape, disposable food containers, etc)

plus 

4   pieces of nonrecyclable hard plastic packaging

51 pieces of nonrecyclable soft plastic packaging

15 plastic bags from the grocery store 
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trash bags



the future
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packaging project
From the results of the “closed loop” experiment,  
I  can conclude that the packaging industry produc-
es a huge amount of waste. I collected �� pieces 
of plastic packaging that could not be recycled. I 
am only one person; imagine how much packag-
ing an entire family would discard. Why is this?   

I want to explore the following things

/ what different types of packaging exist?
/  what purpose does packaging serve? 
/  how does packaging change over time?
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examples of supermarket types 
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methodology

P P Pm u exp

[v
al

ue
]

[time] [time]Pp

points and stages over time

1/  product manufacturing [Pm]
2/  shipping of product to store
3/  product purchase [Pp]
4/  taking a product home 
�/  product use [Pu]
�/  using a product
7/  product expiration [Pexp]

example of graph set-up

The three mind maps that I did really got me thinking; what 
happens with the value of products and their packaging 
over time? Why does a product’s relationship with its pack-
aging lead to so much waste? How can it prevent waste? 
I devised a system to graphically illustrate these re-
lationships so I could efficiently analyze them. 

On the graphs, the vertical axis measures value. I defined 
value as the benefit a product or packaging has to a consum-
er. The horizontal axis measures time in different points and 
stages that occur during the life of a commercial product.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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valuable packaging relationships 

P P Pm u exp

[v
al

ue
]

[time] [time]Pp

packaging
product

P P Pm u exp

[v
al

ue
]

[time] [time]Pp

packaging
product

example products
/  medical pills that come in a box
/  cake mix that comes in a box

analysis
/  the value of the packaging peaks at the 
    Pp (since Pm it was shipped carefully so 
    it appeals to potential customers)
/  since the packaging contains informa
    tion that is important to the usage of  
    the product, it becomes almost as valu
    able as the product itself
/  when the product is finished, the pack
    aging is no longer valuable 
/ would you throw away a cakemix box 
   before you have baked the cake?

example products
/  bottle of shampoo
/  jar of peanut butter

analysis
/  the value of the packaging peaks at the 
    Pp (since Pm it was shipped carefully so 
    it appeals to potential customers)
/  when the product is being used in this 
    case, the packaging value decreases as 
    the amount of the product decreases
/  when the product is finished, the pack
    aging is no longer valuable
/  would you throw away a half-full bottle 
    of shampoo? would you save an empty 
    one?  

packaging that has info about a product packaging that contains a product
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valuable packaging relationships

P P Pm u exp
[v

al
ue

]
[time] [time]Pp

packaging
product

example products
/ collector’s tin of tea
/  a shopping bag from a high-end store 

analysis
/ the value of the packaging peaks at the 
   Pp (since Pm it was shipped carefully so 
   it appeals to potential customers)
/ after Pp, the value of the packaging is 
   at a constant level like the value of the 
   product
/  after the product expires, the packag
   ing’s life continues on the timeline and 
   becomes more valuable

This case of valuable packaging is somewhat rare. Some companies 
that want to make their product more memorable, can choose to de-
sign packaging that is intended to be  a “keepsake” item. So, after a 
product has expired, a consumer would ideally keep this packaging like 
a gift from the company. Giving packaging value beyond the product 
that it is associated with definitely elongates its lifecycle; however, 
is it necessary to create two valuable items for each product? Per-
haps in the end this is producing too much “stuff” in the atmosphere.  

packaging that outlives a product
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invaluable packaging relationships

P P Pm u exp

[v
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]

[time]Pp

packaging
product

P P Pm u exp

[v
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]

[time]Pp

packaging
product

example products
/  blowdryer in a box
/  cell phone in a box

analysis
/  the value of the packaging peaks at the 
  Pp (since Pm it was shipped carefully so 
  it appeals to potential customers)
/  after Pp, the packaging has no value to a 
  customer
/  at Pu, the product is the most valuable, 
  the the packaging is the least valuable
/ the product’s value remains constant 
  until it expires (ex-breaks)
/  would you save a cell phone box? does it 
  benefit you in anyway?

example products
/  shrinkwrapped apple 
/  can of soup  

analysis
/  the value of the packaging peaks at the 
    Pp (since Pm it was shipped carefully so 
    it appeals to potential customers)
/  after Pp, the packaging has no value to a 
    customer
/  at Pu, the product is the most valuable, 
    the the packaging is the least valuable
/  the product becomes less valuable as it 
    is being consumed
/  why is it the two lifelines are almost ex
    act opposites?

commercial product packaging food packaging 
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initial concepts

my intial sustainable packaging system concepts

1/  leave packaging at the store so it can go back 
      to manufacturing stage to be used again
 
2/  products in the store do not have packaging so  
      that customers need to provide their own

3/  design products that do not need exterior 
      packaging; make packaging part of a product

4/ design packaging that is minimal, but adequate 
     and is 100% recyclable
  

after all of this analysis, the big question on my mind is:

if the value of packaging almost never outlives 
the value of product... why does the material?
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intial concepts
1/  Leave packaging at the store so it can go back 
      to manufacturing stage to be used again

Beer companies worldwide use the same glass bottles year after 
year. Customers can return the bottles to the store where they pur-
chased them. The store then sends them back to the brewery where 
they can be re-filled with beer and capped shut. If you look on the 
bottom of some bottles, they will say the year they were manufac-
tured and you can calculate how long they have been in circulation. 
This system of re-bottling cuts down the number of bottles that need 
to be manufacted. It also elongates the lifecycle of a bottle before 
it is recycled. On top of all that, it adds a certain sentiment to each 
bottle. It is a similar sensation like receiving a coin from the 1950s. It 
makes a consumer curious and more interested in the coin’s lifecycle. 
How would this sytem work outside the beer industry?

Companies  like Tesco, UK supermarket chain, are taking actions against 
“packaging pollution” as I like to call it. In selected stores, customers 
can choose to remove the packaging off their purchased items and re-
cycle it before they leave the store. This way customers do not bring 
unwanted packaging home and throw it away.  How can we take this 
concept a step beyond recycling; designing packaging to be re-used?

What if a product’s packaging was designed so that at the store, 
a customer could take it off easily. Then the packaging could be 
sent back to the manufacturer as a new shipment came in. How-
ever, the packaging would still have to provide adequate protec-
tion during shipping, prevent theft, and market to the customers. 
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intital concepts
2/  products in the store do not have packaging so  
      that customers need to provide their own

Unpackaged, another company based in the  UK, sells all sorts of organic 
foods without any packaging. A customer has to bring bags, tupperware, 
glass jars, etc to carry what they would like to purchase. The  containers 
that they fill up are then weighed at the register to determine the cost. 
For more information visit the website; http://beunpackaged.com/ 

Could this system improve the typical grocery shopping experience? 
Have you ever tried to calculate the cost per weight ratio of a prod-
uct before buying it to see if you were getting a good deal? The un-
packaged concept allows customers to only purchase the amount 
that they need. This will reduce food waste as well packaging waste. 

In terms of food packaging, this idea calls for more locally produced 
items. It would be very difficult to ship and distribute food items to 
retail stores without any packaging. The food would not be protect-
ed properly without the individual packaging. Perhaps in small towns 
with the right resources available, this system would be efficient.   

However, in terms of commercial products, this unpackaged idea 
has a lot of potential. What if at a store, products were available 
without packaging. Of course, measures would have to be taken 
to protect the appearance of a commercial product and prevent 
theft. Imagine being able to buy a computer mouse without  huge 
plastic packaging around it.  What a great world that would be.   

  

  

Loose candy sections in grocery stores are a common ex-
ample of this unpackaged concept; you can scoop as much 
candy as you want and it is weighed at the register.

computer mouse packaging; two different types of plastic 
and a cardboard covering. It takes so much time to remove it, 
yet it is completely invaluable to the customer (only valuable 
before Pp)
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intital concepts
3/  design products that do not need exterior 
      packaging; make packaging part of a product

This concept is perhaps the least feasible right now. It is so important for 
a product to look untouched and pristine when it sits on the shelf in a 
retail store. This is why the value of packaging peaks at the point of pur-
chase as illustrated by my graphs. If a can of corn is dented, a customer 
won’t buy it because he or she thinks the product is damaged. I assure 
you, the corn inside the dented aluminum can is not affected at all. 

It is a natural and psychological reaction to want to buy some-
thing that looks “new”. If it does not, the product won’t be pur-
chased and then it’s existence is a complete waste . All the energy 
spent designing, manufacturing, and shipping is wasted because 
the product will never be used. It all comes down to packaging. 

For some products, perhaps it is possible. What if the branding 
and advertisements were permanently attached to the product? 
Or what if instructions did not come in a seperate manual, but on 
the product itself?  Theoretically, products could be shipped     to 
a store in one large box. Then, products would appear on the 
shelfs without any packaging at all. The products would have to 
compete based on appearance and quality. What a noble idea.

Who actually reads their cell phone manual? How can we 
condense this invaluable packaging , but still provide custom-
ers with information?
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intital concepts 
4/  design packaging that is minimal, but adequate 
     and is 100% recyclable

This concept seems like a no-brainer to me. However, considering I 
collected 55 pieces of packaging pollution, maybe packaging design-
ers really do not think about it. There are so many different types 
of packaging and not all of them are toxic for the environment.

It is all about choices. A company can choose to shrink wrap a prod-
uct in a plastic-hybrid material because it is cheap. However, it has no 
value to a customer and absolutely no value to the enviroment so why 
choose it? Money. If a company chose a commonly used plastic like 
PP or PETE it would still be cheap and it could at least be recycled. 

The 7 most common plastic sused to produce products and 
they are recyclable! Why not at least design plastic packaging 
made out of one of these 7 types?
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is it possible?
Could these new packaging systems actually be im-
plemented?  Aside from financial concerns, what 
is stopping designers from putting more sustain-
able concepts into action? Depending on the type 
of packaging, there are certain standards that must 
be accounted for in the design. For example, the 
edges on boxes cannot be to sharp and the plastic 
packaging on food products need to meet health 
requirements. Companies may also try to size their 
product’s packaging so that it efficiently suits the size 
of a shipping pallette. This is not necessary though. 

In most cases there are not strict size, material, or at-
tachment requirements that package designers must 
follow by law. Because of the loose regulations, I think 
there is a lot of opprtunity to reduce trash output by 
innovation and improvement in product packaging.   
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the end

closed 
loop

Wait, it is not over yet! I have decided I want to con-
tinue maintaining the “closed loop”. When I move 
back home for the summer, I am going to imple-
ment a “closed loop” system there.  I think it would 
be very interesting to see how you can implement 
a “closed loop” system for a family or  a couple.

I also want to continue to explore packaging sus-
tainability and document the progress on my web-
site.  This project has really inspired  me and af-
fected the way I think about design. I want to 
especially thank Lund University for giving me the 
opportunity to explore these problems in design. 

Try the experiment! 

/ Krystal Persaud 

PS- If reading 51 pages is not enough information 
to satisfy you, visit the website [www.closedloop-
experiment.com] for more!


